
C7000 & C9000 COLOUR AND MONO PRINTERS

l C7300 & C7500

l C9300 & C9500



Success is a colourful business.

Oki’s colour printing solutions are changing the workplace. We’ve designed

them to be not only easy to use but to actually make the job of print

management easier. The applications answer a real commercial need: to make

every piece of business communication work harder for you.

Now is the time to review the way you communicate.

As experts in the field of printed communications for business, and world leaders of Digital

LED technology, Oki does more than answer the need for high speed, high quality, easy to

use colour printing in the office – we’ve also made it cost-effective.

The new generation C7000 and C9000 Series represent the next step forward for Oki. Every

internal component has been redesigned – improved quality, higher speed and even

greater reliability and ease of use. The office colour printing revolution continues.

THINK OKI. THINK COLOUR.

Whether your business is a start-up, or multinational, we have the product to suit your needs, from dot matrix printers to

colour multi-functional units. Because we have such a diverse product range, we have colour-coded our product segments

to help you save time. When it’s time to add another colour printer to your range, or read about the latest advances in

technology on our website, simply use the following colour guide.

DOT MATRIX PRINTERSMONO PRINTERSFAX/MULTI FUNCTION PRODUCTSCOLOUR PRINTERS
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More than 25 major industry

awards have established Oki as a

major player in the global colour

printer market.
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How our new network colour generation goes further

In the past, colour printers were not employed as general office printers networked for everyone to use. Their

colour print speed was too slow and process times too long. The cost of using them to print mono was

prohibitive compared to a traditional mono printer. With 4-pass mechanical systems they were slow, unreliable

and the quality of colour output was often compromised. They were specialist printers for niche applications.

Times have changed.  The launch of Oki's colour printers made life in the modern office

easier and more productive. For the first time a colour printer could meet all your colour

and mono printing needs – without compromising speed or quality.

With the new generation of C7000 and C9000 Series network colour printers, Oki has

gone even further with colour printing applications that are even more flexible, easier

to use, easier to manage, easier to network and far more productive.

Oki has invested in the development of features that are essential to today’s office users.

Now, just one reliable printer can handle the most demanding workload. In mono most of

the time if necessary, with no cost penalty, but with the option to inject glorious colour

where it really makes a difference. The new C7000 and C9000 colour printers can be

reliably employed at the heart of your business.
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C7300 base No No No

n Yes No No
A6– 20/

600 64

A4 24
x

dn Yes Yes No 1200 128

Recommended for up to 10 users offering colour printing

at mono speed. With three models and a wide range of

options and upgrades this flexible product meets the

printing needs of all the office.

C7500

hdn Yes Yes Yes
A6– 20/

1200

256
A4 24

x

1200

Where the highest level of quality, performance and features

are demanded the flagship model meets those demands with

ease. True 1200 x 1200 dpi print quality, without loss of

speed, 10GB hard disk drive, 256MB RAM and double-sided

printing all come as standard. The ultimate A4 office printer.

C9300 n Yes No No

A6– 30/
600

128

A3+ 37
xdn Yes Yes No

1200

192

hdn Yes Yes Yes 192

All you need for fast, versatile A4 and A3 printing in the

office. It offers super-fast colour printing and efficient mono

printing without compromise. In fact the printer is so reliable

and versatile it is unlikely you will need another printer. It can

handle up to 5 different paper types and weights from

separate trays, which the printer automatically senses, to

ensure the perfect print, day after day, week after week,

month after month.

C9500 dn Yes Yes No
A6– 30/

1200 320

A3+ 37
x

hdn Yes Yes Yes 1200 320

The ultimate in A4 and A3 professional colour printing. With

its high colour print speed at 1200 x 1200 dpi quality –

premium quality printing is assured. It is perfect where high

quality customer facing documents such as short-run

brochures, targeted mailers, marketing campaign materials

and point of sale materials are required. The focus is on

speed and quality – there is no compromise.

welcome to the new oki colour printer range. 
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Up to 1200 x 1200 dpi at full print speed

Workflow issues are eliminated as multiple text and graphics based jobs from many

users can be handled simultaneously. These printers are ideal for customer-facing

documents such as brochures, public accounts, mailers and highly personalised

direct marketing, when high quality output without loss of performance is required.

Outstanding media flexibility

Users can put any paper type in any paper tray, or add additional trays and the printer

senses and adjusts automatically. This reduces wastage and increases output quality.

Extensive media capability – from 60–200gsm, from A6 to A3+, from transparencies to

business cards to large format banners.

Efficient double-sided printing

Saves money on media costs and reduces the bulk of documents. This completely

internal feature delivers professional 2-sided documents with no loss of speed, and is

standard with most models or an easy add-on.

Automatic multi-function driver tools

Achieve easy booklet format printing with pages automatically paginated in the right

order. Ideal for leaflets and manuals. Multi-Page Easy View (N-UP) prints several pages

on one sheet, saving paper and reducing the bulk of documents. A Password

Protection* (Secure Printing) feature enables the printing and timely retrieval of

confidential documents for appropriate users.

Professional applications

Large colour spreadsheets, Gant charts, brochures and stationery can be printed

quickly and efficiently in-house, helping to reduce the need for costly external

resources.

Quality finishing made easy

The C9300 and C9500 Finisher simplifies high output document management. Collating,

stapling and hole-punching large multi-page documents easily with no loss of speed.

Total professional quality

Oki’s reputation for printers that last is now matched by the advantages of easy features that meet all the

demands of a professional environment.

(*requires Hard Disk Drive)
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More professional results

We offer a selection of media and stationery to make your in-house document production

all the more impressive. 

Oki printers use a straight paper path that delivers a 100 page colour document in 3

minutes, and also handles a wider variety of media than other manufacturers.

Oki has joined forces with world leaders in business stationery, such as Avery Dennison

Business Media, to bring customers business card, label and identity card media.

Oki’s Template Manager software allows users to create and store designs easily.

Up to 1200 x 1200 dpi

at full print speed Efficient

double-sided

printing

Outstanding

media flexibility
More professional results
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Cost-effective to use, manage and maintain

While low cost of ownership is a genuine business advantage – Oki

printers eliminate the need for investment in separate colour and

mono printers, with no penalty for printing mono – they can be cost-

effective as well as controlled.

Unique print control software

Enables you to limit end-user volumes, restrict the use of colour and lock out

unauthorised users when the printer is connected across the network (or via the

parallel or USB port).

Shared printer costs

By managing all your colour and mono needs at workgroup or departmental level,

there is no longer a need to provide separate mono laser printers or expensive colour

inkjets for individual desks. Printing costs can be cut substantially, yet output is

increased. Oki recommends the C7000 Series for 1–10 users and the C9000 Series for

1–20 users, with no loss of speed and no requirement for specialist paper.
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Cost-saving consumables

Unlike many printers, Oki toners and drums are replaced independently and are

therefore less wasteful. Each component part can be used to its maximum life with no

need to replace parts unnecessarily.

One source for printing and copying

There is no longer a need for an expensive separate photocopier. Add a Scancopier to

a C7000 or C9000 printer and copying can also be achieved simply and efficiently. The

Scancopier is particularly suited to large volume copying from one original at full

printer speed. The optional Automatic Document Feeder speeds up this operation by

automatically feeding up to 50 A4 or A3 sheets.

The Oki pledge: no penalty for printing mono

Printing mono pages from the new C7000 or C9000 Series colour printers will cost no

more than the average mono desktop printer – and colour printing is also excellent value.
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Intelligent printers that make life easier

Colour printing has never been so easy. The intelligent features on Oki

colour printers not only lighten the workload in terms of

maintenance and management, they also make colour documents easy

and affordable for every office. 

User friendly colour

Using an Oki colour printer is as easy as printing mono. There is no need to calibrate

colours – that is done automatically and ensures that colour is consistent on every

page, every day of the week. Choose any model or any number of printers for your

enterprise and the colour output is consistent throughout different locations and

departments.

Ready to run right out of the box

Just plug in an Oki colour printer and it will automatically locate and link up to your

network and be ready to start work.

Automatic paper selection

Oki network colour printers detect the paper sizes in paper trays automatically. So if

you ask to print an A3 page, that’s what you'll get.
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Cutting the cost of wasted paper

Oki Auto Media Detect reduces paper wastage, paper jams and frustrating downtime

caused by the wrong type of media being selected or different settings required for

different papers. It measures the paper weight to ensure the correct settings are 

made. And with the option to print double-sided you can reduce your paper

consumption considerably.

Instant recognition of new users

Oki PrintSuperVision network management software ensures that new users are

recognised immediately and the necessary drivers are downloaded automatically. 

Automatic driver configuration

As well as recognising new users, the drivers in Oki network colour printers also update

themselves to new configurations, without any intervention, if new options are added.

Easy maintenance

Oki's Digital LED colour technology has simplified the printing process and made it more

reliable by employing very few moving parts. The consumables in Oki network colour

printers are designed to be easy to change, so anyone in the office can do it.

Making the most of the Oki colour revolution

By making high speed, consistent colour printing so easy to achieve while

cutting the cost of ownership, oki does more than eliminate the need for

separate colour and mono printers in the workplace. Our new generation

C7000 and C9000 series of network colour printers gives you the kind of

innovative functions that can turn office printing into a tangible asset for

your business.

THE OKI COLOUR PRINTING REVOLUTION CONTINUES.
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Product Specifications

Oki Systems (UK) Ltd, part of Oki Electric

Oki Systems (UK) Ltd

550 Dundee Road

Slough Berkshire

SL1 4LE

United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)1753 819819

Fax: +44 (0)1753 819899

www.oki.co.uk

Oki recommends the use of Oki original consumables. Counterfeit products may damage your printer’s performance and invalidate your
warranty. Specifications subject to change without notice. All trademarks acknowledged.

Print Speed

Compatibility

memory

Paper Handling

Warranty

Resolution
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C7300 C7500 C9300 C9500

A4 print speed

C7300: 01114801
C7300n: 01082501
C7300dn: 01082601

C7500hdn: 01082701 C9300n: 01090501
C9300dn: 01090601
C9300hdn: 01098601

C9500dn: 01090801
C9500hdn: 01098701

20ppm colour, 24ppm mono 30ppm colour, 37ppm mono

8ppm 10ppm

16ppm colour, 20ppm monoN/A

11.5 seconds colour, 10 seconds mono

90 seconds 160 seconds

450MHz 450MHz 600MHz

600 x 1200 dpi 1200 x 1200 dpi 600 x 1200 dpi 1200 x 1200 dpi

Automatic colour balance ensures consistent colour at power on and at installation of new toner or drum; Auto Registration occurs on power up, 
when the cover is opened and after 400 printed pages (not in middle of printed job) Toner Save mode.

Oki Colour Matching; ICC-compliant colour profiles for ColorSync and ICM; EuroScale and  SWOP commercial press simulations; Pantone Certification (coming soon)

Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 98 SE, Windows ME, Windows NT4 Workstation, Windows NT4 Server, Windows 2000 Workstation, Windows 2000 Professional, Windows
2000 Server, Windows 2000 Advanced Server, Windows XP Professional, Windows XP Home, Windows NT Terminal Server Edition and Windows 2000 Terminal Server with Citrix

Metaframe 1.8 or Citrix Metaframe XP 1.0. Mac OS 8.6 (or higher), Mac OS X (10.1 or higher), Variants of Unix and Linux via PPDs

80 scaleable PCL fonts, 1 bitmap font, 10 TrueType fonts, 136 Adobe Type 1 fonts, OCR A/B, USPS Barcode

A4 OHP colour

A3 print speed

Time to first print

Speed &
Throughput

Part nos

Typefaces

Single Pass Digital LED electrophotographic page printer with four image drum cartridges

Adobe postscript 3 with direct pdf printing and PCL5c; Automatic emulation switching; Epson FX and IBM ProPrinter Dot Matrix emulations

Printing process

Print Quality

Compatability

Memory

Warm up time

Processor speed

Resolution

Enhancements

Colour Matching

Printer fonts

Printer languages

RAM

Max RAM

64MB C7300, C7300n
128MB C7300dn

256MB 128MB C9300n
192MB C9300dn
192MB C9300hdn

320MB

Paper Handling Internal tray
capacity (tray 1) and
paper weight

530 sheets, 60–176gsm, 200 sheets OHP 550 sheets, 64–203gsm, 200 sheets OHP

Operating
conditions

Temperature/
Humidity (operating)

Storage

10°C – 32°C (17°C – 27°C recommended) / 20% to 80% RH (50% to 70% RH recommended)

-10°C – 43°C, 10% to 90% RH

Power
requirements

Noise level

Power supply

Power consumption

Printer duty (max)

Single phase 220-240VAC, frequency 50Hz +/- 2Hz

Operating: 56dBA, Standby: 45dBA, Power save: 43dBA Operating: 55dBA, Standby: 45dBA, Power save: 43dBA

Dimensions (HxWxD) 430 x 430 x 620 mm 460 x 666 x 626 mm

Weight 47.5kg approx 72kg approx

Duty Cycle 100 000 pages/month 150 000 pages/month

TonerConsumables life 10 000 pages at 5% coverage per colour 
(printers are shipped with 5 000 pages worth of each toner at 5% coverage)

15 000 pages at 5% coverage per colour  (printers are shipped with 
7 500 pages worth of each toner at 5% coverage)

Drum 23 000 page average life 30 000 page average life

Fuser 60 000 pages 80 000 pages

Transport belt 60 000 pages at average of 3 pages per job 80 000 pages at average of 3 pages per job

Warranty Pan European 1 year on-site

Typical 500W, Peak 1350W, Idle 150W (average), Power Save < 45W Typical 800W, Peak 1400W, Idle 200W (average), Power Save < 75W

Optional 2nd tray 530 sheets, 60–176gsm 550 sheets, 64–203gsm

Optional 3rd tray 530 sheets, 60–176gsm 550 sheets, 64–203gsm

Optional High
Capacity Feeder
(HCF)

Paper size (any tray)

N/A 3 x 550 sheets, 64 - 203 gsm (max 4 additional trays including HCF)

10GB Hard Disk
Drive

Option Standard Option C9300n
Option C9300dn
Standard C9300hdn

Option C9500dn
Standard 9500hdn

IEE 1284 Bi-directional Parallel and USB 1.1; 10/100-TX Ethernet card (optional on C7300)
Connectivity

OS Compatibility

10/100 Base TX Ethernet Card with internal Web Server for printer and network card set-up and management.Includes POP3 and SMTP Mail client for submission of print jobs
and for alerts.  ALL major network protocols supported - TCP/IP, Netware, Ethertalk and NetBEUI.  TCP/IP :-ARP, RARP, IP, ICMP, TCP, UDB, LPR, FTP, TELNET, HTTP(IPP), BOOTP,

DHCP, SNMP, DNS, JetDirect protocols. Netware 3.x, 4.x, 5.x and 6 with full NDS and NDPS support:- PServer, RPrinter, NDPS supported via dedicated OKI NDPS Gateway.
EtherTalk:- ELAP, AARP, DDP, AEP, NBP, ZIP, RTMP, ATP, PAP . NetBEUI:- SMB, NetBIOS. 

Network and
Protocols

Print Control software allows ability to manage and control colour printing on the network; PrintSuperVision: Web-based software printer management tool; Oki Template
Manager: easy-to-use software that enables simple creation of templates for printing business cards, banners and bar-coded documents; Storage Device Manager*: stores and

manages forms, letterheads, logos and fonts.                     *Hard Disk Drive required

A4 , A5, B5 , A6 (tray 1 only), Legal13, Legal13.5, Legal14, Letter, Executive A3, A3Nobi, Tabloid Extra, A3wide, A4, A4-L, A5, B4, B5, B5-L, A6 (tray 1 only),
Tabloid, Legal13, Legal13.5, Legal14, Letter, Letter-L, Executive 

Multi Purpose tray A4, A5, B5, A6, C5, DL, Com-9, Com-10, Monarch, Custom Size (up to 1200mm length),
Legal13, Legal13.5, Legal14, Letter, Executive

A3, A3Nobi, Tabloid Extra, A3wide, A4, A4-L, A5, A6, B4, B5, B5-L, C5, DL, C4, Com-
9, Com-10, Monarch, Custom Size (up to 1200mm length), Tabloid, Legal13,

Legal13.5, Legal14, Letter, Letter-L, Executive

Multi Purpose paper
weight 64 - 203gsm (max capacity 100 sheets of 80gsm paper)

Duplex paper
weight 75 - 105gsm

Paper feeding Auto Media Detect (automatic paper weight detection), Auto Paper Tray Select (automatically detect paper size up to A3), Tray Empty Sensor

Paper output 500 sheets face down, 100 sheets face up

Finishing
N/A

2-tray stacker/puncher/stapler (Lower tray only) output device with
100 + 1000 A4 sheet output capacity. Upper tray: 64gsm to 200 gsm

face up, lower tray: 64gsm to 104gsm face down

1024MB (optional 64MB, 128MB, 256MB, 512MB DIMMs)

Utilities

12 seconds colour, 10 seconds mono
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